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Taken for a Ride

Rethinking Neoliberalism, Precarious Labour,
and Public Transport from an African Metropolis

1.1 Early Impressions: Urban Public Transport
as Functional Chaos

Utter chaos but somehow functional. This was the first impression I had, on
my first visit to Dar es Salaam in 1996, of the city’s transport system and of the
privately owned minibuses, or daladala, as they are called in Swahili, which
provide its public transport.1 Such an impression came from the sight, ubi-
quitous in the city, of tireless workers frantically cramming passengers into
aged buses—some of these vehicles were obviously past retirement date—and
they are routinely loaded well beyond the vehicle’s carrying capacity. Any
passenger seemed welcome on board, except school pupils who owed their
unpopularity with bus crews to their entitlement to concessionary fares. As a
result, at stations and bus stops, school pupils in uniform would gang up in
small groups to persuade conductors, with words and, if necessary, by sheer
force, to allow them to board buses.

Decorated with drawings and writing by their workers, the buses act as a
canvas for drivers’ and conductors’ opinions on various themes, including
what it means to work on buses in an African metropolis. The drawing on the
back of one bus of two wrestling fighters fiercely facing off before a fight,
captioned by the writing ‘Warning: No ring, no rules, no referee’, aptly sums
up the trademark cut-throat competition between one daladala and another

1 The name daladala comes from the Swahili name for the 5 shilling coin, the dala, which in turn
came from the fact that the coin was worth one dollar when it was first introduced in 1972. As the
first fare private operators charged in 1983 was 5 shillings, bus conductors used to ask passengers
for dala, dala.



and the machismo that often accompanies it. Fuelled by such competition,
overloaded buses speed through the city, overtake dangerously, ride through
red lights, on pavements, and outside allocated routes in search of passen-
gers. One tragic consequence of these practices has been that far too many
Dar es Salaam residents have died, as daladala are involved in a huge pro-
portion of lethal car accidents in the city, as high as 93 per cent in 1992
(Daily News, 17 May 1993). Nonetheless, it is under such a system that the
majority of people in Dar es Salaam, a city that has been rapidly growing for
the past six decades and is now home to over four million residents, have
travelled around since 1983. From that year, private buses were allowed to
provide public transport following the demise of the state-owned public
transport company which had until then provided the service under a
monopoly regime—a shift Dar es Salaam shared with many cities in devel-
oping countries.2

This book presents the results of my efforts to deepen this early impression
and understand the origins, logics, and tensions of what at first appeared as
functional chaos. This entailed a journey through the history, economic
organization, and politics of public transport in Dar es Salaam, in its transition
from state provision of the service in the 1960s and 1970s to its progressive
privatization, liberalization, and informalization from 1983 to the present.
Looking at Dar es Salaam through this prism, this book aims to contribute to
two thematic literatures: on African cities and their informal economies.
Intriguingly, references to chaos, dystopia, and their opposites, order (if
unconventional and not Eurocentrically defined) and functionalism, and
attempts to reconcile these poles, are very common in the vast literature
that exists on both of these themes. In a sense, they define the ‘clash of
ideas about where African cities are heading today’ (Freund 2007: 165; see
also Gandy 2005, for a review of both dystopic and hopeful narratives on
Lagos). A useful starting point to understand what is at stake in this case
study of one transport system in one African city is thus to navigate
this literature, and to review its leading voices, rather than aim for an
exhaustive coverage of it. My goal is to sketch out the reasons for such a
conflicting understanding of the African urban landscape and its informal
economies, and the research agendas that both derive from and inform such
divergent readings.

2 On Nairobi, see Khayesi (1998); waMungai and Samper (2006); Salon and Gulyani (2010); on
Kumasi, see Adarkwa and Tamakloe (2001); on Accra, see IBIS Transport Consultants Ltd (2005); on
Abidjan, see Adoléhoumé and Bonnafis (2000); for two overviews with two pages on the urban
transport outlook on a wide range of sub-Saharan countries’ main cities, see Kumar and Barrett
(2008); Kouakou and Fanny (2008).
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1.2 Structure and Agency in the African City

The leading example of perspectives on the urban experience in developing
countries which place a strong emphasis on dystopia and chaos is work by
Mike Davis (2006). Behind the apocalyptic tone of his Planet of Slums lies the
fact that urbanization in Asia, Africa, and Latin America—unlike urbanization
in the nineteenth century in the now-developed world—has not been accom-
panied and driven by economic growth and industrialization. This defines
its historical novelty, and explains the tragic reality of ‘pollution, excrement
and decay’ in which more than one billion people live in the shanty towns
of cities in developing countries. The employment situation in such places is
as grim as the housing conditions. Davis reminds us that these are ‘cities
without jobs’. The number of job seekers has grown rapidly, while the
capacity of the formal economy to absorb labour has decreased rather than
expanded. As a consequence of this imbalance, the majority of people are
pushed towards work in the informal economy, the last-resort employer of
this ‘surplus humanity’.

Davis’s apocalyptic approach therefore strongly emphasizes the structural
causes that led to this planet of slums without jobs. The lack of industrial-
ization and of employment creation, Davis argues, reflects the demise of the
postcolonial state development project in the 1970s and the pernicious
consequences of neoliberalism and of structural adjustment programmes
that came in its wake from the 1980s onwards. The urban poor have thus
been hit twice, as the withdrawal/failure of the public sector in providing
key services such as water, health, education, sanitation, and housing has
gone hand in hand with the lack of jobs in a labour market ‘as densely
overcrowded as the slums themselves’. A daladala worker seems to nod to
Davis, by writing on his bus Usiku mbu, nzi mchana (‘Mosquitoes at night,
flies in the day’).

The strength of Davis’s contribution, and arguably its intended goal, is the
systematic debunking of mainstream fantasies of slum improvements and of
the potential for large-scale poverty eradication and economic mobility
within the informal economy. His focus on how structural forces affect the
urban poor’s experience of the city in developing countries is important, if
chilling. This very focus on structures, however, has been, for some, excessive.
A common criticism of this apocalyptic narrative is its tendency to sensation-
alism and its lack of attention to the historical agency that the poor might
exert, either to change the grim conditions in which they live and work, or
even to survive them (Locatelli and Nugent 2009; Satterwhite 2006). As Myers
notes, Davis is ‘so fixated on exploding slums, with no hope for poverty
alleviation, and urbanism . . . and so driven towards the worst of the worst-
case scenarios and “pathologies” that we, the readers, can only abandon hope,
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